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  Vol Page
COSTS
Appeal against authorised court officer’s decision at oral hearing following provisional  
assessment — Whether appeal limited to issues determined at oral hearing
PME v Scout Association Stewart J 1 1217

COSTS
Appeal allowed in claim brought under pre-action protocol — Whether fixed  
costs regime and qualified one-way costs shifting applying
Blair v Wickes Building Supplies Ltd (No 2) CA 1 1246

CRIME
Application to reopen appeal — Whether registrar or single judge having power to 
refuse unmeritorious applications
R v Cunningham (Christopher) CA 1 1203

ELECTION
Permitted participant making donation to other permitted participant in order to pay for 
referendum advertising — Whether donation “referendum expense” incurred by donor
R (Good Law Project) v Electoral Commission CA 1 1157

INJUNCTION
Urgent injunction in support of arbitral proceedings requiring party to comply with contractual 
delivery obligations — Whether injunction to be discharged when case no longer urgent
VTB Commodities Trading DAC v JSC Antipinsky Refinery  
(Petraco Oil Co SA intervening) Phillips LJ 1 1227

INSOLVENCY
Order requiring person to produce books relating to wound-up company — Whether  
jurisdiction to make such order in respect of person resident abroad
In re Carna Meats (UK) Ltd Adam Johnson QC 1 1176

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Claim for judicial review raising same issues as those determined by Scottish  
courts in separate case — Whether appropriate for claim to proceed
R (Liberty) v Prime Minister CA 1 1193
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Since they entered circulation in 1953, The Weekly Law  
Reports have provided the most up to date and  
comprehensive generalist coverage of law-changing  
judgments in England and Wales.

To address the increasing demand over recent years for wider  
and deeper coverage of case law, we have significantly  
expanded The Weekly Law Reports. 

As a user of The Weekly Law Reports, you will be famil-
iar with the existing three volumes. Volume 1 covers points 
of law of general interest and procedural matters. Volumes 2 
and 3 contain cases of greater significance which will subse-
quently appear (with the addition of a note of argument) in  
The Law Reports. 

Volume 4 of The Weekly Law Reports provides extended 
coverage of cases which we do not have room to report in  
the print edition but are nevertheless instructive and useful to 
practitioners and students alike. You can find them, along with 
those reported in Volumes 1 to 3, on ICLR Online.
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